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Icicles roll
in success
RAYMOND BALTAZAR | SPARTAN DAILY

BY RYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER

When it comes to most traditional ice
cream and frozen yogurt shops, you
would usually get your frozen treat by
the scoop or swirled into your cup.
Icicles in Willow Glen is using a
different method of serving ice cream
by stuffing rolls of the dessert into
your bowl.
The idea of serving rolled up ice
cream was first formulated during a trip
to Thailand by co-owners Lit Leong and
Lynda Huynh.
“We were on the streets of Thailand
and we decided that it would be super

See ICE CREAM page 3
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Why I am
not with her

Members of San Jose State University’s Filipino organization AkbayanSJSU practice their dance routine for their competition on Saturday called Friendship
Games. They will be competing against other collegiate Filipino organizations across California.
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SPORTS

White nationalist group
recruits SJSU students

SJSU’s teams
adapt to South
Campus changes

BY TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER

As the country deals with
a contentious presidential
campaign
and
racial
tension, a new group has
been coming to campuses,
including San Jose State, to
discuss European heritage
and white separatism.
The group, known as
Identity Europa, has been
sending its members to
different colleges across
the country in an attempt
to grow its name and
increase its ranks.
From the main page of

Wong(Lau)
their website, Identity Kathleen
Europa describes itself as understands the problems
“a generation of awakened that may arise when
Europeans who have white nationalist groups
discovered that we are like Identity Europa end
part of the great peoples, up on campus.
“It’s troubling, people
history, and civilization
that flowed from the find it offensive, I find it
offensive,”
Wong(Lau)
European continent.”
Identity Europa strives said. “Having these folks
to find white students, on campus recruiting …
entering discourse with even if they are allowed to
them in an attempt to vilify do, that it is problematic.”
the concept of diversity
The issues that arise
and immigration in first with groups such as these
that attempt to isolate
world nations.
Diversity is commonly themselves from others is
associated with SJSU and
Chief Diversity Officer See RECRUITMENT page 2

TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER
This is probably one of the most
entertaining yet aggravating presidential
elections since the 2000 election between
George Bush and Al Gore.
Both the Democratic and Republican
parties have their hands tied, deciding
whether to vote for a man who wants to
build a wall on the Mexico-United States
border and deport Muslims or vote for a
woman who freed a convicted rapist and
silenced her husband’s’ rape victims. Yes,
it is sad to say that there are no redeeming

See
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Fans fill the front of the Event Center at San Jose State University to see the English indie rock
group, The 1975.

SEE FULL STORY ON PAGE 2

BY TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER

Sports play a pivotal role in building
campus culture.
Like any university, San Jose State holds its
sports teams to the highest standard, but up
until now it hasn’t been able to provide toplevel facilities for its athletes. The football
program has had it’s own stadium, but most
of its other sports teams do not.
Several of San Jose State’s sports teams
have recently had to practice and even host
home matches in venues that aren’t close
to campus.
The renovations for all of the new facilities
are under way, but will take at least couple
of years to finish because there are so many
new structures that need to be built. In the
upcoming years, there will be a remodeled
South Campus that will be the location of
new baseball and softball fields, a track field,
tennis court and sand volleyball courts.
“The goal is to be able to provide these
teams with facilities that they are proud of
and facilities that represent San Jose State,”
said deputy director of athletics Marie Tuite.
The swimming, water polo, golf and tennis
programs are just a few of the teams at San
Jose State that currently do not have facilities
on or close to campus.
The men and women’s water polo teams
now both commute to Los Gatos to use the
facilities at West Valley Community College
while other sports such as swimming and

See
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RECRUITMENT
Continued from page 1
that as long as they do
not target other groups
specifically, it all falls into
free speech.
“It is biased speech,
although its is protected free
speech,” Wong(Lau) said.
“It is a biased incident, but it
isn’t a biased crime because
it doesn’t promote a threat
against a specific individual.”
The issues of free speech
allowing Identity Europa
to try to recruit more
students extends beyond
just the diversity offices
of SJSU, striking fear of
hurting the diversity of
campuses all across the
United States.
“Campuses of higher
learning
should
be
about inclusion,” said
Frederick
Aldama,
professor, founder and
director of the Latino
and Latin American
Space for Enrichment
and Research (LASER)
at Ohio State University.
“Everybody
has
the
right to express their
thoughts and opinions …
but it does not feel like
a product of inclusion.
That group’s goal is to
isolate and not include.”
Digging into the frame
of mind behind most of
Identity Europa, the group
seems to draw inspiration
from the National Policy
Institute (NPI), a similar
independent
white
nationalist organization.
NPI is run by Richar B.
Spencer, an alternativeright white nationalist and
publisher of modern white
supremacist texts.
While there has yet to be
much backlash at SJSU with
Identity Europa’s recruiters
on campus, Wong(Lau)
warns that the best way to
combat their free speech of
exclusion, is for students to
respond with free speech
about inclusion.
“They do have a right to
be on an open campus and
distribute information,”
Wong(Lau) said. “If
there is a situation
though
where
they
something threatening,
then we would take that
very seriously.”

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart

Concert causes catastrophic campus congestion
BY REBECCA PIRAYOU
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Last night, the SJSU Event Center
hosted English rock band The 1975.
Students and eager concertgoers
stood in line almost one day prior to
the event, some even spending the
night camped out on campus.
The concert, which was open to
the public, sold general admission
standing room tickets. Seating, or in
this case standing, was essentially
first come, first serve as long as a
ticket was in hand.
Sophomore business student
Amanda Nguyen, who was near the
front of the line, had been standing
in line with her friends since 10 a.m.
that morning. Some of Nguyen’s
friends had been waiting since
11p.m. the night before and were
some of the very first people in line.
For Nguyen and her friends, they
believe the wait is worth it since
they had seen the 1975 live before.
However, their morale did not get
in the way of their typical routines.
“We went to all our classes,” Nguyen
said. She and her friends took turns
waiting in line throughout the day.
She said that initially, security
was lenient with people coming

in and out of line until someone
complained. Security ended up zip
tying the barricades together, taking
away in-and-out privileges.
Security stood several yards apart
to regulate the line that went down
El Paseo De Cesar E. Chavez,
wrapped around the Central
Classroom Building all the way
toward Tower Lawn, making its
way around Tower Hall, past SmithCarlos Lawn and back around
Dwight Bentel Hall.
Security guard Cookie Galvan was
regulating line activity where the line
broke up closer to the Event Center to
let passersby through to access other
parts of campus. She said that for the
most part, people had been behaving
in line and hadn’t caused them any
problems so far.
“They could leave before to return
their blankets and chairs back to
their cars but they had to be back in
line by six o’clock. Anything after
six they have to go to the end of the
line,” Galvan said.
Galvan said that as long as they
had tickets, everyone in line would
be allowed into the sold-out concert.
KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY

Follow Rebecca on Twitter
@chubecca17

The 1975 concert line stretches across campus Tuesday afternoon. Some students camped
out for the concert as late as Monday night.

Student media webcast shares future plans
BY SAJA MOHAMED
STAFF WRITER

The California State University
system put together a webcast
to show students what they have
planned for them in budget, student
success and graduation plans. The
webcast was hosted Friday by three
key leaders in the CSU academic
system: assistant vice chancellor
of budget Ryan Storm, senior
strategist for academic success
and inclusive excellence James
Minor and executive director
of the California State Student
Association, Rob Shorette.
Storm talked about the support
budget and what it means to the
CSU system when it comes to
budget, funding and spending.
“Each fall, the CSU board of
trustees develops and approves the
CSU support budget,” Storm said.
“The support budget’s purpose is
to meet the core mission of state
supported instruction, applied
research, public service and
general operations of a university.”
As of the 2016-2017 school
year, the board has approved $5.3
billion for 23 CSU campuses. The
money stems from two primary
sources, which are the state’s

general funding and student
tuition and fees.
“It [state general funds and
student tuition and fees] is very
dramatic overtime,” Storm said.
“Especially over a 10-year period
from the early 2000’s until 2011.
The ratio state general fund to
tuition and fee revenue shrunk
from approximately an 80/20
percent split to essentially a
50/50 split.”
Moving on from budget topics,
Minor then took over to discuss
the Graduation Initiative 2025 plan
that the CSU academic system
has drafted. He expressed his
hopefulness while talking about
this particular plan.
“The first thing I always like to
say before we get into the details
is how ambitious and exciting the
graduation initiative 2025 is,”
Minor said. “Without question
I can say, if we are successful it
will undeniably establish the CSU
as the most successful system of
higher education in the country.”
The advisory committee tasked
with the graduation initiative 2025
has a set of guiding principles that
will help it achieve its plans. Some
of these guidelines are “sustaining
a high level of academic rigor,
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30-unit program.

Get more information at:
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providing access to opportunity
and understanding that goals
will require increased resources,
intentionally and innovation,
along with relentless focus on
student success.”
Currently the CSU system
has logged the rate of freshmen
completing their degrees in four
years at 19 percent and the rate
of those finishing in six years
at 57 percent. The graduation
initiative has set goals to double
those numbers by 2025 by paying
closer attention to students who
need the help.
“What is unique and wonderful
about graduation initiative 2025 is
that why we seek to dramatically
improve completion rates. We
want to do it by completely
eliminating equity gaps between
underrepresented minorities, pell
eligible students and others,”
Minor said.
Shorette spoke about California
State Student Association.
CSSA is an independent nonprofit organization funded by CSU
students. All 23 campuses are
represented and participate in the
monthly meetings that take place
in one of the CSU campuses.
The CSSA consists of a board of

directors, officers and other staff
members that carry out regular tasks
as well as plan events and execute
them. According to Shorette, some
programs directed by the CSSA
are California Higher Education
Student Summit, civic and voter
engagements and Greenovation.
“There is a professional staff that
supports the day-to-day functions
and ensures the sustainability of
CSSA’s efforts,” Shorette said.
The staff is split into two teams,
one in Long Beach and one in
Sacramento where they track
legislation, carry out advocacy
and ensure that students are
represented in system-wide efforts
according to Shorette.
The CSU system has given all
this information in order to keep
students of California public
colleges up to date on what
they are doing financially and
help them with future plans and
committees to keep them on track.
This webcast has gave important
information on these subjects and
the webcast is now up on YouTube
under the name “CSU Student
Media Webcast: Fall 2016.”

Follow Saja on Twitter
@sajamohammad17
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ICE CREAM
Continued from page 1
cool to see it in the
United States,” Huynh
said. “It was so cool to
see these fresh fruits get
mixed and scraped onto
an ice pan and rolled.”
Icicles’s process of
making the ice cream
involves
pouring
flavored milk and
other toppings onto a
frozen pan.
As the milk quickly
starts to solidify and
is smoothen out on
RYAN BARNHART | SPARTAN DAILY
the plate, it is scraped,
An employee uses a metal scraper to make a series of ice cream rolls.
creating a series of
rolls to squeeze into
the cup.
The creation of your
ice cream can be fun to
watch, and the workers
there are willing to
help the customer pick
from a near-limitless
number of the toppings
to choose from.
There is a variety of
flavors of ice cream to
choose from, from you
traditional vanilla to
more interesting option
like matcha and avocado.
“Nutella and Chill”
is
a fan favorite of the
RYAN BARNHART | SPARTAN DAILY
flavors available, made
The rolls of ice cream are packed tightly into a cup before toppings are added.
with vanilla-flavored
milk, bananas, Nutella
and graham crackers.
Since the business
first opened, Icicles
has been keeping busy
with frequent “out the
door” lines through
most of the day.
Despite the busy work
days, the employees there
keep a positive demeanor
and have a good time
while on the job.
“We try our best to

keep the line moving
and keep it as fast and
efficient as possible,”
said
Eric
Huynh,
cousin of Huynh’s who
has worked at Icicles
for about two months.
“All the coworkers here
are chill, especially
past 5 p.m. when we
can turn on the music a
little louder and it gets
really fun.”
The long lines at
Icicles are a reflection
of how well received the
business has been so far.
“I first saw it when i
was in New Orleans and
I thought I was never
gonna have it again,” said
Maria Noriega, a regular
customer at Icicles. “To
come back home and
get that ice cream here,
it’s like being in New
Orleans again.”
At $6.50 for each of
their ice cream flavors,
the price of Icicles is
able to compete with
other ice cream chains
thanks in part to a
number of toppings and
drizzles that you can
add on while your ice
cream is being made.
On top of that, there
is a topping bar where
you can fill your already
topping-loaded dessert
with cereal, popcorn
and other yummy treats.
Icicles unique ice
cream creation helps
to set it apart, but
its
flavors,
endless
toppings, and friendly
customer service is what
allows it to be such a
great ice cream shop.

Spartan Bulletin
Art
•

•

Entertainment
•

•

•

Wednesday, Oct. 19, 7 - 9 p.m. —
Center of Literary Arts Presents Luiz
Valdez, Hammer Theatre
Friday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m. — World
Premiere Together Tea, Student Union
Theater
Friday, Oct. 28, 7:30 p.m. — WWE
NXT Live, Event Center

Free Food
•

•

•

•

Wednesday, Oct. 19, 12 - 1 p.m. —
The Cheruzel Research Lab: A SJSU
Student Research Group on LightDriven Biocatalysts, King Library 255
Thursday, Oct. 20, 1:30 - 2:45 p.m. —
Microwave Magic: “Baked” Potato,
Student Wellness Center 122
Thursday, Oct. 20, 4 - 5:15 p.m.
— Korean 3-Alarm Tacos, Student
Wellness Center 122
Thursday, Oct. 20-22, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
— An Open Space About Race:
Exploring Lived Experiences of
Discrimination, Student Union
MOSAIC Cross Culture Center

Miscellaneous
•

•

•

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart

Wednesday, Oct. 19, 2 - 3:30 p.m. —
Photo Corrections with Adobe Photoshop, King Library Tech Training
Center 411-D
Saturday, Oct. 22, 1 - 5 p.m. —
Archive Crawl, King Library 5th Floor
Exhibit Gallery

Wednesday, Oct. 19, 12 - 1 p.m. —
Getting Started with Turnitin, Clark
Hall 118
Thusday, Oct. 20, 7 - 9 p.m. —
Keynote Adress: Dr. Juan Cole, King
Library 225
Monday, Oct. 24, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. —
Just Mercy Campus Reading Program
Book Discussion, Clark Hall 100H
INFOGRAPHIC BY LUKE JOHNSON

RYAN BARNHART | SPARTAN DAILY
An employee drizzles chocolate syrup onto the finished ice cream concoction.
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Solange outshines her sister
BY DARCIE ORTIQUE
STAFF WRITER
Solange Knowles took the world by
surprise on Sept. 30 with the release of
her new album, A Seat At The Table.
Knowles’ album is simply iconic. Her
work has become the topic of discussion
by celebrities since it was released.
What makes this album so incredibly
unique is her artistic ability to craft
a masterpiece that not only draws
attention to her audience, but invites
listeners to understand some of the
struggles of being an African-American
woman in the eyes of a very brutal and
unaccepting society.
Knowles was quite transparent about
discussing some of the everyday
struggles of being a black man or woman
in the twenty-first century.
Alicia Keys made an Instagram post
on Wed. Oct. 5 about the album. Keys
wrote in a caption “Loving this vibe!! @
saintrecords is one of one. Playing this
music all through my house, singing in
the mirror and all. Shine mama, loving
your individuality!!”
I was so inspired by her distinguished
ability to take her creativity to the next level.
Dad Was Mad, as an interlude was
so powerful. I thought it was genius for
Knowles’ to incorporate an interlude by
her father, Matthew Knowles, where he
told the unforgettable tale of his childhood,
living in a segregated and racist society,
where he directly experienced injustice
from the Ku Klux Klan.
My favorite track on the album is
Cranes In the Sky. This song discusses
the “the struggle to escape personal
pain to the leaps and dives of a bird in
flight,” according to Vulture.com. You
can hear her passion in this song and I
think that is what separates artists like
Knowles from amateurs.
I also can’t stop playing Don’t Touch
My Hair (with a feature by Sampha),
where Knowles addresses the fact that
many African American women are
unappreciated because of the color of
their skin.

According to people Magazine,
Knowles took almost four years to
create this album. She wrote 21 tracks
and featured special guests Lil Wayne,
Kelela, Q-Tip, The Dream, Dev Hynes
and Kelly Rowland. I am so proud of
Knowles and her accomplishments thus
far with this album. So many people are
unaware of her many talents.
I fell in love with the album before I got
the chance to listen to it in it’s entirety.
I was scrolling through Instagram and
noticed she and other celebrities were
posting excerpts of her new music on
my feed. I admire artists who use music
as their platform to inform the masses
while still mastering the ability to
entertain enthusiasts. Almost anyone
can become a songwriter, but it takes
a gifted and original individual to tell
one’s own story in a way that touches
people of all ages and demographics.
According to People Magazine,
Knowles described the album in a
press release as “a project on identity,
empowerment, independence, grief,
and healing.”
This album is authentic for a variety
of reasons.
It contains so much history and
knowledge about Knowles’ life and the
lives of her ancestors.
I admire the fact that she crafted most
of A Seat At The Table in New Iberia,
Louisiana, a small city where her
grandparents met.
This Neo soul album is Knowles’
most successful body of work, ranking
number one on the Billboard 200 chart.
It is safe to say that in comparison to
her first album, Solo Star in 2003 and
Sol-Angel and the Hadley St. Dreams
in 2008, she deserves a 5-star rating for
her creativity and originality.

Follow Darcie on Twitter
@darc_alexandria
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Please, please tell me why you always hatin’

FR ANCISCO FR ANCO
STAFF WRITER
Hip hop’s most vocal Donald
Trump critic, YG, has managed
to piss off somebody other
than the Secret Service — the
Chinese-American community.
YG is being accused of racism
by members of the ChineseAmerican community for the
song “Meet the Flockers,”
which appeared in his 2014
debut album My Krazy Life.
Their anger is particularly
directed towards the fi rst two
lines of the song in which the
Compton rapper details how to
commit a burglary: “First, you
find a house and scope it out,
find a Chinese neighborhood
because they don’t believe in
bank accounts.”
Despite being two years old, the
song resurfaced after security
camera footage of a ChineseAmerican woman defending
herself against three masked
intruders hit the internet.
The woman opened fire with
a handgun, killing one of the
intruders and injuring another.

This incident had no direct
involvement with the song.
Five days after the incident,
a White House petition was
started for the government to
ban “Meet the Flockers” from
public media and to investigate
the legal responsibilities of the
writer. According to NBC News,
the petition had over 71,000
signatures as of last Friday.
It’s
absolutely
ridiculous
that YG is being scapegoated
for crimes against ChineseAmericans over one incident.
Asian-Americans have been
targeted for crimes by AfricanAmericans long before My
Krazy Life.
In 2008 a survey by the San
Francisco Police Department
analyzed about 300 strong-arm
robberies. Results indicated that
in 85 percent of the physical
assault crimes, the victims were
Asian and the perpetrators were
African-American.
In 2009, 30 students of Asian
descent were attacked and many
were sent to the hospital at South
Philadelphia High School. Wei
Chen, a senior at the time, told
CNN the violence was racial
tension between black and Asian
immigrant students reaching its
breaking point.
Then in 2010, 83-year old Huan
Chen was beaten to death by
a group of African-American
teenagers in San Francisco.
Officer Eric Chiang labeled it as
a “senseless and brutal jumping,”

WRITE
TO US

according to Fugitive Watch.
A couple months later, two
African-American men allegedly
punched a 59-year-old Asian male
to death in Oakland. In 2012, they
pled no contest to a charge of
voluntary manslaughter.
These are just a few of many
violent acts against AsianAmericans that occurred well
before ‘Meet the Flockers.’ These
acts continue to happen today.
Just last month, an AsianAmerican
woman
was
followed into her house by
two strangers in Sacramento.
Sacramento County Sheriff’s
Sgt. Tony Turnbull told KCRA
Sacramento that “One of them
put her hand on her mouth while
the other took her purse from
her shoulder.”
Turnbull also said that there
has been a rise in crimes against
the Asian community in the
entire Sacramento county in the
past few months.
One could argue that the song
encourages people to rob AsianAmericans as opposed to other
races. However, to actually
believe that the song has had
any significant impact is absurd.
Due to its explicit content,
“Meet the Flockers” gets
no mainstream radio play
whatsoever. The song is mostly
unknown to everyone except
YG fans. Other than a couple
brief mentions in reviews, the
song never really received
any media attention until the

video of the Chinese-American
woman’s home being intruded
hit the internet.
In no way am I saying that
it is okay for people to target
Asian-Americans for violence
or robberies. I wish we lived in a
world where crime didn’t exist.
However, we don’t live in
a perfect world. Sometimes
people are put in situations
where they’ll do whatever is
necessary to get food on the
table. No one grows up wanting
to rob homes when they’re older.
When asked by Fuse about the
song, YG said he wanted to share
the experience of breaking into
houses because it is something
that he went through growing up.
“I just wanted to share the
experience [of breaking into
houses] with the people, because
that’s a part of the culture,” YG
said. “Especially where I’m
from, in L.A., the west coast,
that’s a big part of the culture
of a teenager or someone in
their mid-20s, that’s what they
doin’, they breaking into houses.
That’s what I did.”
People are not breaking
into
homes
in
Chinese
neighborhoods because YG
rapped about it. YG rapped
about breaking into these homes
because it is something that is
already occurring.
As Ice Cube, played by O’Shea
Jackson Jr., said in the film
Straight Outta Compton, “Our
art is a reflection of our reality.”

Similar to how you can’t judge
a book, much less an author,
after reading one page, you can’t
judge an artist by listening to
one song. What would you think
of Mark Twain if you only read
one random page from his novel
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn?
If YG was carelessly rapping
about robbing these homes for
the sole purpose of glorifying it,
then yes, the public should feel
offended. In terms of the the
message of the album, though,
the song works perfectly.
YG’s My Krazy Life received
praise from various media
outlets such as Rolling Stone
for its narrative. The album
begins with YG’s mom warning
him about “them gangbangers”
and leads to him becoming a
convicted residential burglar.
After he details how to rob a
house on “Meet the Flockers,”
YG spends even more time
detailing the consequences on
tracks like “Really Be (Smokin’
and Drinkin’),” “1 AM” and
“Sorry Momma.”
Perhaps “Meet the Flockers”
could have had the same
effect without the Chinese
neighborhood line, but hip hop is
all about authenticity.
As a fan of hip hop, I appreciate
that YG is one of the few rappers
today who still makes authenticity
a priority.

Follow Francisco on Twitter
@francology_

Letters to the Editor may be placed in the letters to the editor box in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 942-3282, emailed to spartandaily@gmail.com
or written to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor at 1 Washington Square, San Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Letters must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major. Please make
letters 300 words or less. Letters may be edited for spelling and clarity by Spartan Daily editors.
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1 Disorderly outbursts
6 Hairpieces, in
slang
10 Ominous sign
14 “___ you coming?”
15 Non-cutting
sword
16 Make angry (with
“up”)
17 Three boys
20 Back end?
21 Indian bread
22 Learned teacher
23 Slip cover?
25 Doofus
26 “Comin’ ___ the
Rye”
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32 Certain comedic
tribute
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38 Three more boys
42 ___-Wee Herman
43 Egg on
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49 C-section reminder
51 Bible unit
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55 Italian
farewell

56 Biochemistry
abbr.
59 Three more boys
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1 Item on a to-do
list
2 Killer whale
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41 “Poor me!”
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46 With great enthusiasm
47 Approach
49 Squirrel away
50 Lily type
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a circle
53 Certain wading
bird
54 Dieter’s
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55 Blue hue
57 “Scream” star
Campbell
58 Mythical god of
war
60 “Who’s Who”
entry
61 Longtime Chinese
chairman
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presidential candidates for this year’s
election. But to say that Trump is worse
than Hillary is a step in the wrong direction.
Many of us have seen and can possibly
agree that Trump is one of the worst
presidential candidates to be in line for
the next presidency. He is racist toward
Muslims and Hispanics, among other
minorities, is not a “good businessman”
like the media so prevalently portrays
him as and has videos of him stating that
he grabbed women by their reproductive
parts. Yes, this man is terrible and thinking
of him as our next president makes my
blood boil.
But what about the other candidate,
Hillary Clinton? Is she America’s saving
grace from the raging Cheeto puff that is
Donald Trump? Not exactly.
Hillary proves to be just as bad by
her past, which included her being in
politics. I am against Trump in every

way possible, but to hear of someone
in politics — in this case Hillary — go
against their own country rather than just
hear about their plans to do it, it makes
one think: is Hillary really for me?
One aspect of Hillary that has always
caught me off guard was that she stayed
loyal to her husband after lawsuits were
filed against him for engaging in sexual
acts with his secretary and sexually
harassing other women. According to the
Washington Post, Mrs. Clinton said she
“would crucify” Gennifer Flowers, one
of the many women who came out and
accused Mr. Clinton of harassing them. It
is one thing to be a loyal wife, but it is
quite another to be loyal but also subtly
shush the women who fought hard to
have their voices heard after Bill Clinton
harassed them.
Another
reason
involves
her
defending Tom Taylor in 1975 after
he was accused of raping 12-year-old
Kathy Shelton.
According to the Washington Post,
Shelton recalled the court case, giving

her sad testimony and then being told by
Clinton that she needed psychiatric help.
Clinton argued to the judge that Shelton
had “tendencies to go for older men” and
defended Taylor, asking for a plea bargain
in the case. Because of this, Taylor was
charged with fondling of a minor instead
of the original conviction, which was first
degree rape.

“

ELECTION

This whole presidential
Thi
campaign feels like a big
joke, and we, the people,
are the butt off it.

For a woman who says she is “for women
and women’s rights,” her past actions do
not necessarily add up.
The list can go on and on for the
things that Clinton and Trump have
said and done that are deplorable to the

average American. According to the
Wall Street Journal, both candidates
want to “break big banks,” yet still
support them. They also both have
plans to increase spending on military
personnel and are not for or have little
interest in the rights of people of color
and minority groups.
In the end, both candidates are bad.
This whole presidential campaign feels
like a big joke, and we, the people, are
the butt of it. As of right now, I really
do not know who to vote for because I
also believe voting third party would be
throwing away my vote. Both Trump
and Hillary are some of the worst
candidates this country has ever seen,
and I still believe Trump to be the
worst of the two at the end of the day.
Whoever wins, the citizens of America
will be reaping in the consequences
once November comes.

Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones

Comcast’s new data cap in California could be a
sign of many new restrictions for internet users

JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER
Starting in November, Comcast
will extend its data cap on internet,
currently one terabyte (TB) per
month, to 18 new markets one of
which is California.
With the cap, customers that
go over one TB more than twice
a year will play $10 for each 50
gigabyte (GB) they go over up
to $200, or they can opt to pay
an additional $50 a month for no
cap. Many customers will not be
affected by that cap currently, as
the 1000 GB that make up the
cap allows for about 100 Blu-ray
quality movie downloads and
10-15 full video games.
Sure one TB may seem
reasonable, but Comcast did not
originally institute that cap at
this value. Originally Comcast
“tested” the data cap in 16 states
with a cap of only 300 GB.

An article by The Wall Street
Journal found that complaints
to the FCC about data caps rose
from 863 in the fi rst half of 2015
to 7,904 in the second after the
cap had been introduced.
Comcast is well-known for its
ability to make its customers
angry. In a 2016 a survey,
Temkin Ratings found Comcast
to have a 37 percent satisfaction
rating — the lowest of all
cable companies — even after
having spent $300 million in is
customer service.
Comcast’s monopoly over
many areas across the United
States, along with other cable
companies monopolies, makes
me fearful for the future.
Comcast has used its monopoly
of areas to combat competitors
and was even able to impede
Google’s progress bringing its
fiber service to San Jose.
An article by Gizmodo called
“Why the Government Won’t
Protect You from Getting Screwed
by Your Cable Company” breaks
down the reason cable companies
are able to hold their monopolies
on an area.
Essentially cable companies
were free to set up a monopoly
in an area until the Cable
Television Consumer Protection

Competition Act came around
in 1992. The problem is that by
the time the act was passed, the
cable companies had already
become too strong.
If a new cable company wants
to come into an area it is allowed
to use the telephone poles but
is not allowed to use the wires
currently on them, which are
owned by the cable company.
This forces the new company
to wire the entire area, a costly
affair, on top of this they must
attract customers so must of
the time they have to sell their
services at a loss.
These elements allow the
monopolizing cable company to
offer a low-rate loyalty package
to customers that planned to
switch to another company,
further denying the new company
any business. This is known as a
natural monopoly created when it
is too expensive for a competitor
to enter the market.
Here in San Jose, Google ran
into trouble this year when
they tried to gain access to
the telephone poles here for
its fiber service. This caused
Google to suspend efforts to
bring fiber to the city of San
Jose until it could find new a
cheaper alternative to spread
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the service throughout the city
instead of costly digging for
underground wiring. Google
Fiber ultimately bypassed San
Jose and made San Francisco
the first west coast city to get
the service.
Google Fiber is a internet
television service that offers
extremely high speed for a very
competitive price. Google Fiber
internet gives you one Gigabit
per second download speed for
$70 a month while Comcast’s
fastest speed gives you two
Gigabits per second at $300 a
month. Sure Comcast’s offering
is twice as fast but it is over four
times the price.
“I was disappointed with
what happened to Google
Fiber here in San Jose,” said
Lawrence Chan, a biomedical
engineering sophomore. “The
only real option for high speed
internet here is Comcast. The
other option, AT&T, doesn’t
offer competitive speeds for
the price.”
Cable company monopolies
have he ability to change
the rates when they feel like
it and introduce other new
policies such as data caps as
they see fit.
This problem can be found

all over the United States. In
my home town in southern
California, the only option was
Cox Cable and friends that I have
who live in Seattle, Washington
are stuck with Comcast. Seattle
is a city that is filled with tech
companies such as Microsoft;
you would think an area such as
this wouldn’t have this issue.
Unfortunately there are not a
lot of options for dealing with
these cable companies.
You can’t cancel to send a
message or you will be faced
with no other way to get service
and it seems that it is near
impossible for other companies
come in and compete.
It would have to fall on the
United States government to
pass laws that apply restrictions
to these cable companies or they
could potentially financially
back a competitor in an attempt
to fix the market.
Maybe Google will find the
alternative technology it is
looking for to rapidly spread
fiber across the United States
or perhaps cable companies
such as Comcast will spark
a revolution with its price
increases and data caps.

Follow Jason on Twitter
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2016 STATS

.726
SAVE PERCENTAGE
85
SAVES MADE

(RANKS 2ND IN DIVISION I)

NEDIN

The job of the goalkeeper is to organize
the defense and protect the net while
providing a calming influence on those
around them.
After transferring back to his hometown
college, San Jose State University’s
sophomore goalkeeper Nedin Tucakovic is
thriving in his new role and checking all the
boxes of a competent keeper.
The keeper with Bosnian roots decided
to transfer after completing his first year
of college at San Diego State University
because he had a strong desire to be closer
to his family.
“My mom has Lupus so I really wanted to
come back and help her out, but everything
is a lot better at home and it’s nice —
school, training, go home.” Tucakovic said.
“And it’s nice to be with family; I’m happy.”
Since his arrival on campus last spring,
Tucakovic has excelled in his role as the
starting goalkeeper of the SJSU men’s
soccer team and is overall pleased with his
decision to transfer here.
“I feel home. I feel right where I need to
be. I love this program and the coaches are
amazing,” Tucakovic said.
Tucakovic has started in all 15 of the
Spartans games this year and is currently
ranked first in minutes played and second
is saves in NCAA division 1.
Tucakovic mentioned that the process
of transferring schools has been smooth
because of coach Simon Tobin’s dedication
to goalkeeping.
“When I came in the spring, I didn’t have
a goalie coach, so Simon was doing that
and to see him do that as a head coach, not

TUCAKOVIC
RENOVATE
Continued from page 1
diving are forced use facilities at Santa
Clara University.
The small amount of on-campus or
nearby facilities is partially because of
recent construction and future plans to
build other facilities.
SJSU’s aquatic teams are limited due
to the recent construction of the new
aquatic center. The teams are staying
positive, however, knowing that the
tough time now will pay off down the
road for themselves and future students.
“The construction is something
that we have to put up with to have a
beautiful new facility,” said men's
water polo head coach Bruce Watson.
“We do not mind taking the time to
go somewhere else to practice. The
Aquatics Center will be beautiful when
it is finished and we are okay with the
construction happening.”
The construction for the new aquatic
center was supposed to break ground
early in the summer, but was put on
hold due to CV2’s setbacks. The new
swimming facility is set to cover the
space of the old pool area plus expand
to where old dorms, Royce and Hoover
halls, still stand.
The completed center probably will
not be done until 2018 but current SJSU
student athletes are doing their best to
stay positive.
“It definitely is more difficult because

now we have to wake up earlier
and practices are cut shorter,” said
fourth-year global studies student and
swimmer Lisa Ellis. “ Even though it is
difficult, in a couple of years we will
have a better facility so it is okay.”
Ellis also mentioned that practices are
cut short by 15 minutes and instead of
two people to a lane, there are now four
or five people swimming per lane.
While some facilities are currently
under construction, other SJSU athletic
programs like tennis and golf do not
even have their own facilities to play at
and must wait until the South Campus
renovations are done in order to use a
facility of their own.
“We have relocated several of our
sports programs in order to build new
practice and competitive facilities,”
Tuite said.
Tuite addressed that the teams that
have been affected by the construction
have been accommodated for, practicing
and playing games primarily on the
football practice field.
Even with some difficulties, most
of San Jose’s sports teams that are
undergoing facility renovations, such as
the swimming and water polo teams, are
doing well so far in their seasons. The
renovation of the South Campus may
take some time, but the hope for SJSU
is that the ending result will benefit the
teams and players in the long run.

Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones

many head coaches would waste their time
with the goalies, so I appreciated that a lot
because he really understands what it means
to us,” Tucakovic said.
After two goalkeeper’s from last
season’s roster graduated, the team was in
need of a replacement.
“Nedin contacted me, he was at San Diego
State, he played some games in the Pack 12,
but he was a local kid from this area so we try
to get as many Bay Area natives as possible
so it was a perfect fit,” Coach Tobin said.
Compared to his experiences as a member
of SDSU’s team, Tucakovic said his coaches
at SJSU have provided individual attention
to him and his team mates. Having the oneon-one support from the head coach helped
Tucakovic improve as an athlete.
“My goalie coach, he really gets in with
us here, he gets in with us in the strength
conditioning,” Tucakovic said. “It has really
helped out because he’s really been on top of
me, making sure I’m doing everything right
and pushing me to the next level and Simon
does as well.”
Tucakovic said his teammates were all very
inviting when he first came to SJSU.
“When I came here in the spring, I didn’t
feel like an outcast which was nice. The
he day I
came in here they were really open with
th arms
and they really pushed me,” Tucakovicc said.
Last spring, Tucakovic was the only goalie
on the SJSU men’s soccer team. Fortunately,
unately,
his teammates helped him to perfect
ect his
athletic abilities by spending more time
ime on
the field with him after practice.
Thus far, SJSU men’s soccer players
rs have
ruction
developed a thick skin under the instruction
of Coach Tobin.
“He’s really straight-forward and he pushes
lly like
you past your limit, that’s what I really
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about him,” Tucakovic said. “He’s not soft,
‘Oh, it’s ok you know, you’re doing fine; you
mess up, he’s going to get on you about it, if
you do well, he’s going to tell you and I really
like that about him. I mean, that’s one thing
that pushes me is the psychological terms he
puts with us, he knows how to talk with me
compared to another player and not many
coaches know how to switch it.”
Tucakovic’s teammates speak highly of
him both on and off of the field.
“He [Tucakovic] works hard every day for
us to be a better team and win more,” said
defenseman Jeff Dukes.
While the season is on the verge of
completion, Tucakovic will still have two
years of eligibility remaining for the Spartans
once the season is over. Tobin has high praise
for his goalie.
“He’s got a good presence in the box
for a goalkeeper, he’s got good size, he’s
quite vocal and he’s a good short stopper.”
Tobin said.
The next home men’s soccer match will be
held on Sunday, Oct. 23 at noon (PT).
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In the heat of Mountain West Conference play, the five-foot-four-inch senior
midfielder Venegas came up big for the Spartans in this past weekend’s home twogame set. Entering the weekend, SJSU was one of four to five teams in the conference
battling for the regular season title. She scored two goals in quick succesion on Friday
against Wyoming, fueling her team to a 3-1 win comeback win. Her goals came
during a three goal second half. Two days later, she acted as the role of playmaker,
providing an assist on the second of four goals scored that day for the Spartans. SJSU
would go on to defeat Colorado State 4-1, capping off a dominant 2-0 weekend. Her
three points this weekend were second among all Spartans.

